Abstract -This study investigated the skeleton points in the three dimensional (3D) space using Kinect sensor to be utilised as recognition of human based on their walking gait in frontal view. Firstly, walking gait of 30 subjects is captured using Kinect sensor. Next, all the twenty skeleton joints in the 3D space within one full gait cycle of each subjects are extracted as features. Further, the significant features amongst the skeleton joints are extracted using Orthogonal Least Square (OLS) technique followed by Locally Linear Embedded (LLE) as feature selection. The effectiveness of OLS as feature extraction along with LLE as feature selection is evaluated using Support Vector Machine as the machine classifier. Classification results attained for human gait recognition are 98.67% and 97% based on RBF and polynomial kernel respectively This proven that the significant gait features identified using OLS and LLE techniques are indeed suitable for gait recognition purpose.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Human Gait Recognition
Gait can be defined as a particular way of walking [1] and has been proven as a unique characteristic for every person and it is indeed difficult to imitate the walking gait of others [2] - [4] . Recently, more researches have investigated the potential of human walking gait as features for biometric. As contrary to other biometric like iris, thumb print and many more, recognition of human based on their walking gait could be performed using low resolution images and no necessity for any physical interaction by subjects [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] . Even so, there are still limitations using gait as biometric for human recognition that includes occlusion, clothing styles, foot wear and carrying objects. Fortunately, these limitations can be overcome by implementing model-based approach in the feature extraction stage [7] - [9] .
Model-based approach includes extracting static or dynamic features by modeling the structure of body and tracking the body part based on the frame images extracted from video sequences [10] - [12] . Although model-based approach for human gait recognition system is proven as less susceptible to the mentioned limitations, the recognition system mostly suffers high computational cost due to development of complex algorithms such as background removal, body silhouette detection and model fitting [13] - [16] . In addition, poor recognition performance is reported in the case of model-based approach implemented in recognition of human gait due to inaccurate extracted silhouette and model fitting [17] .
B. Human Gait Recognition with Kinect
Thus, in order to reduce the computational cost as well as to acquire accurate model fitting, many researches related to algorithms for modeling and tracking body part, such as primitive shapes and stick figures have been carried out [7] , [8] , [18] - [23] . However, recent researches attempt to overcome the drawbacks by applying a new generation of image acquisition device, known as Kinect Sensors for human gait recognition purpose [24] - [29] . Compared to a standard video camera, Kinect generates model fitting of stick-figure model accurately and further tracks human without involving complex processes for distance between 0.8 m to 4 m [30] . Kinect generates information of all 20 joint locations in both the two dimensional (2D) as well as three dimensional (3D) space namely a skeleton frame; as a result from the detected body silhouette. As Kinect is introduced, an extensive analysis on extracting significant gait features was carried out. Researchers developed feature extraction technique that involved both static and dynamic features. As a result, high recognition performance were obtained based on findings reported based on static features [27] , [30] - [33] as well as fusion of static and dynamic features [26] , [28] , [29] , [34] , [35] . The worst recognition performance reported using dynamic features were findings from [26] , [27] , [36] , [37] . In [30] , low recognition accuracy reported using dynamic gait features related to human identification. In this study, 13 sets of gait features were generated using Kinect sensors from 20 skeleton joints. For static features, 11 gait features namely height, length of legs, torso, both lower legs and thighs as well as both upper arms and forearms were extracted. Another low recognition accuracy using dynamic features was reported by Ball et al. [38] . In their study, the dynamic features derived from lower limbs were extracted from four subjects, walking in lateral view. Standard deviation and mean value along with upper leg maximum angle value relative to the vertical, the lower leg angle relative to the upper leg as well as the foot angle relative to the horizontal for both right and left legs were the dynamic features extracted. In 2013, Sinha et al. [27] proposed new features known as area and hybrid features. For the area features, an area constructed from both static and dynamic features was extracted. Joints of shoulder centre, both left and right shoulder, centre of hip, left and right hip was computed as static features whilst joint of hip centre, right and left hip, left and right ankle as well as right and left ankle were computed as dynamic features. For the hybrid features, distances computed were between the upper body centroid with the right and left hand centroid along with right and left leg centroid. This study by Sinha et al. [27] was compared with study by Preis et al. [30] and Ball et al. [38] . Similar to study in [30] and [38] , all features were extracted within each half gait cycle. Results reported that the static features and hybrid features were the most significant features as compared to the dynamic features that was employed in [38] . Further, research conducted by Dikovski et. al [26] reported that seven potential features were generated from specific skeleton joints of 15 subjects. The gait features consists of combination of both static and dynamic features that were extracted from one full gait cycle. Findings from this study showed that static features solely and combination of both static and dynamic features were more significant as compared to dynamic features solely.
Additionally, study conducted by Jiang et al. [34] , reported that two feature sets extracted within one full gait cycle from several specific skeleton joint points in 3D space namely combination of thigh length, length of calf and arm as well as height were denoted as static features whilst for dynamic features include vector of the angle of shoulder, angle of elbow and knee as well as hip angle. Results showed that fusion of both static and dynamic features were the most significant features in human gait recognition. It was also found from this study that recognition using static features solely or only dynamic features contributed to lower accuracy. In addition, this research work has also proven that fusion of static and dynamic features resulted better accuracy as compared to dynamic features solely [39] , [40] . Conversely, a new dynamic feature generated from eight skeleton joints was proposed by Sadhu et al. [41] . The features are feature curve namely averaging curves attained from five walking sequences. The curve was created from joint of hip centre, both right and left hands as well as elbows along with both right and left knees and foot. The proposed feature was proven significant for individual recognition purposes based on its high recognition performance.
Conversely, both static and dynamic features were analysed in order to determine the most significant gait features in the study conducted by Gianaria et al. [28] . The static feature consists of seven features specifically the length of arms, the length of legs and height while the dynamic feature consists of the length of stride, walking speed, the mean distance between: knees, hands, elbows, and ankles along with movement variance of the head in both x and y direction, both right and left shoulder in the x direction, both right and left elbow in y direction along with right and left knee in y direction too. Further, k-means unsupervised algorithm and Euclidean distance are used as along with classifier. As a result, the combination of mean distance between elbows and knees along with head movement in both x and y direction were found to be the most significant features.
On the other hand, study by Prathap & Sakkara [35] proposed dynamic features namely the angle between hip centre and both right and left hand. This study extracted other dynamic features too namely the step length and distance between centroids as well as static features specifically length of both hands and legs along with the subjects' height. Results showed that height, step length and distance between centroids are the significant features in recognising five subjects based on their gait features. Araujo et al. [32] explored further investigating the potential of static gait features based on eight subjects in both frontal and lateral views. Findings from this study showed that the length of body parts were the unique gait features. The features are the combination of eleven different body parts length namely thoracic spine, cervical spine, height and the length of the right and left arm, right and left forearm, right and left leg as well as right and left thigh. As a benchmark, the researchers investigated different combinations of the length of body parts too. The results revealed that the combination of the entire static gait features was the most significant for lateral and frontal views. In addition, the results have also shown that the arms and legs were more significant than the spine. Furthermore, the height feature alone was the worst accuracy. On the other hand as discussed in [36] , kinematic features at lower body part and anthropometric features within one full gait cycle were extracted as features. As for the kinematic features, angles of the hips joints, knees and ankles were generated based on study from [9] . For anthropometric features, distance between joints, mean of the distance, standard deviation of the distance and height were extracted. Results showed that the most significant features for human identification in larger number of subjects were the anthropometry features.
On the other hand, seventeen sets of static features and three sets of dynamic features for each walking sequence were extracted as reported in [42] . The static features were the average ratio of both right and left upper arm length to each respective forearm length, average ratio of both right DOI 10.5013/IJSSST.a.19.05. 25 25.3 ISSN: 1473-804x online, 1473-8031 print and left arm length to the respective leg length, average ratio of head length to height length as well as torso length, average length of both left and right upper arm, average length of both left and right forearm, average length of both left and right thigh, average length of both left and right calf, along with average height, average length of torso as well as average length of shoulder, whilst the dynamic features were the angle of body in y-axis, angle of head in y-axis and variation of height. It was reported that the fusion of static and dynamic were significant gait features. n the study by [33] , the most significant features was based on fusion of seven features namely the length of both left and right shoulder, the length of right arm, the length of the right hip, length of right knee and right foot as well as the height. In 2015, researchers in [36] investigated further the potential of gait features [37] . In this study, the extracted features were extended to 60 sets of kinematic features and 20 sets of anthropometric features. All 80 features sets were extracted within one gait cycle. Angles of the joints of the hips, knees and ankles, the step length, the stride length, average the stride length, cycle time and velocity were among the extracted features in the kinematic. The angles were extracted based on the pendulum model proposed by [9] , while the distance between joints, height, mean and standard deviation of the body parts were generated for anthropometric features. Fusion of kinematic and anthropometric features was reported as the most significant features. In addition, kinematic features were proven as less significant for human recognition. Other dynamic features for lower limb was evaluated as discussed in [43] . The angles of the joint of both right and left hip, left and right knee were extracted as feature vectors. This study proven that Kinect sensors is a reliable approach for human gait recognition.
Past researches findings found that low recognition performance were obtained using dynamic features for instance angle of body parts and step length were most commonly extracted as the dynamic features. However, higher recognition accuracy attained using dynamic features was based on combination of significant coordinates of skeleton joint as discussed in [31] and [44] . As for static features [30] and dynamic features derived from lower limbs as mentioned in [38] , higher recognition performance was attained as reported in [31] . Here, 21 sets combination of skeleton joint coordinates from 20 subjects were extracted as gait features. Results showed that the most significant features attained based on fusion of the joint of spine coordinates, the right arm and the left leg. Furthermore, features constructed from combination of skeleton joints coordinates were significantly vital as opposed to those features with single skeleton joint. Results showed that features extracted from upper-body were proven to be more significant as compared to features of the lower body.
Another remarkable recognition performance with coordinate skeleton joints as features was also reported in [44] . In this study, relative coordinates of joints with hip center point as reference along with both left and right hip along with spine joints were extracted from each of the 90 subjects as gait features contributed to high recognition accuracy of 92.22%. Note that very few researchers explored feature selection and optimisation methods for identifying significant gait features except for work done by [26] and [33] using principal component analysis (PCA) with lower accuracy. A different feature selection method was used in the recognition of eight subjects, as reported in [43] . Features of joint angle of both right and left hip as well as right and left knee were extracted and used Fisher Discriminant Ratio (FDR) as feature selection. Results showed that higher recognition rate attained from this study with naive bayesian as classifier.
Therefore, this study investigates the potential of orthogonal least square (OLS) and locally linear embedded (LLE) as feature selection and feature optimisation in human gait recognition with support vector machine as classifier.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Orthogonal Least Square
In this study, Orthogonal Least Square (OLS) is used to select potential skeleton joint points, due to its good performance in the pattern recognition area [45] - [49] . Basically, algorithms developed based on OLS is to determine significant features in any linear regression model [50] , [51] . This is done by calculating the Error Reduction Ratio (ERR) for all related features in the model. Next, the percentage reduction attained from each feature with regards to the output Mean Squared Error (MSE) is derived. Further, each feature is identified as significant based on the errors contributed by the feature and is ranked accordingly. Additionally, OLS approximates the coefficient value of each term along with model selection order using algorithms such as Householder method. Hence, OLS can indeed be used for ranking and selecting significant skeleton joint points based on higher ERR value indicates the skeleton joint point as more significant.
In the OLS computation, the expected output was computed as follows: (1) where, is the number of frame, is the input features;
is the solution to the linear least squares problemfor 1, … , . With the use of Householder-based decomposition, the input features, is transformed into an auxiliary model as shown in (2). The estimates of the coefficients are given by:
and the error expression for ERR, computed as:
Then, average , ERR is gauged as:
In this study, upon implementing OLS as feature selection, the skeleton joint point with the highest ERR is arranged at the top and the lowest ERR is placed at the bottom.
B. Locally Linear Embedded
Locally Linear Embedded (LLE) was used for selection of the most potential features, reducing number of input features as well as enhancing recognition accuracy as discussed in [52] - [56] LLE is suitable for nonlinear dimensionality reduction from high dimensionality features. The three main processes in LLE are discussed here. Firstly, K nearest neighbour is calculated for each feature point, using Euclidean distances. Next, reconstruction errors resulting from the approximation of each feature point, by its K are measured and then minimized using (6):
Next, the reconstruction weights are calculated in minimizing the value computed using (6) with two constraints: Each feature point is restructured only from its neighbours enforcing 0 if does not belong in this set. The rows of the weight matrix are sum to one: 1 Finally, each high dimensional observation is mapped to a low dimensional vector upon computation of the low dimensional value. This is calculated with weight fixed and minimizing the cost function, :
Under constraints ∑ , normalized unit covariance and ∑ 0 , translation-invariant embedding provide unique solution.
Matrix Y is determined under these constraints with new matrix constructed based on matrix W: (8) Further, LLE computes the bottom 1 eigenvectors of M, associated with the 1 smallest eigenvalues. The first eigenvector (composed of 1's) with exemption of eigenvalue approaching zero. The final embedding Y is determined from the remaining d eigenvectors [53] . Hence, for effective LLE mapping parameters need to be adjusted are the number of neighbours, K and the dimensionality d to be mapped. To optimize gait features using LLE, the input features obtained in the feature extraction stage was employed. Firstly, K nearest neighbour was computed for each input feature using Euclidean distances. Next, reconstruction errors from the estimation of the input feature by its K are computed and minimized using (6) . Further, the input feature is mapped to a low dimensional embedding feature using (7) .
Here, the most significant gait features is computed by varying the number of neighbour, K and the dimensionality of low embedding feature, d. Experimental analysis is conducted and significant gait features is acquired with K is set from 84 to 100 in incremental of 4 and d is varied from 50 to K-2 with incremental of 2.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY Figure 1 depicts the proposed methodology in this study for human gait recognition. Firstly, walking gait of 30 subjects (11 male and 19 female) in an indoor environment is recorded using Kinect. Each subject is required to perform their normal walking in arbitrary path. The Kinect is placed 1m from the ground with the walking distance between 1m -4m. In order to attain normal walking patterns, the subjects began walking outside of the captured area. The subjects were asked to walk repeatedly for ten times with no restriction on clothing types. In the feature extraction stage, firstly skeleton joints for one full gait cycle are extracted. Next is frame trimming, trajectory processing followed by gait cycle detection, synchronization of frame number and In the frame trimming stage, empty frames obtained from the captured gait sequences are removed. Then, the skeleton joints are normalized in the trajectory processing. The trajectory processing is mainly designed for normalization of skeleton joints due to the irregularity size of skeleton image as subject moves toward the Kinect. In addition, relative movement of each skeleton joint is performed as subjects walk towards a fix position. After that, the detection of gait features in one full gait cycle is performed. Then, the resulted features within a gait cycle with various numbers of frames are synchronized. This process is performed in order to standardize the frame number. Lastly, the skeleton joints in xyz-axis are extracted as gait features. In order to identify significant gait features, feature selection and feature optimization methods are employed. In feature selection stage, coordinate of skeleton joints in each xyz-axis are computed using OLS. The resulted features are then optimized using LLE and further classified using SVM with RBF and polynomial kernel. A 10-fold cross validation is used during classification.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section analyzes the selection of potential skeleton joints based on the types of classifier used. Note that the skeleton joint points are considered as 'significant' based on high recognition accuracy. Table I (see Appendix) tabulates the original and OLS rank of skeleton joint points. Obviously, the rank of skeleton joint points differ upon implementation of OLS, in accordance to the average ERR attained, except for the joint of hip_center_x. As displayed in the table, hip_centre_x has high ERR, which placed it in the top rank. A big difference of ERR can be observed between the first and second skeleton joint points. However, the gap between the remaining skeleton joint points was reduced slightly as it reached the lowest rank.
A. Results of OLS Analysis
From the presented results, skeleton joints in the x-axis dominated the first 20 ranks, followed by skeleton joints in the y-axis and z-axis. As can be noticed, there was only one skeleton joint in the z-axis. At present, from the 21 st rank to the 40 th rank, most of the skeleton joints in the y-axis dominated, followed by the skeleton joints in the x-axis and z-axis. And for the 41 st rank, most skeleton joints in the zaxis dominated the rank, followed by the skeleton joints in yaxis. Surprisingly, there was one skeleton joint in the x-axis (knee right_x) in the 54 th rank. From the presented analysis, it can be said that most skeleton joints in the x-axis and yaxis have potential as the most significant joints than the skeleton joints in the z-axis. To investigate the most significant skeleton joint points, the skeleton joint points were selected by 2 increments, beginning with 2 skeleton joint points until the 60 th skeleton joint points. The detailed results are presented in the next section. Figure 3 illustrates the recognition accuracy obtained with the number of the ranked skeleton joint points varied from 2 to 60, with incremental of 2 for SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels. The plots obtained are based on the best classifier model. As can be observed, features with 46 and 28 skeleton joint points produced highest recognition accuracy for SVM with RBF kernel specifically 96.67% and SVM with polynomial kernel at 95.33% respectively. From the results obtained, combination of 20 skeleton joints in xy axis and the skeleton joints in z-axis namely the hip_center, wrist_left, shoulder_center, hip_left, elbow_right, ankle_left, shoulder_right and hand_right are the most significant skeleton joints using SVM with RBF kernel. For SVM with polynomial kernel, most skeleton joints in x-axis and y-axis are significant, while the skeleton joint points in z-axis are less significant except two joints namely joint of the hip_center and wrist_left.
As observed, features with 46 and 28 skeleton joint points produced highest recognition accuracy for SVM with RBF kernel specifically 96.67% and SVM with polynomial kernel at 95.33% respectively. From the results obtained, combination of 20 skeleton joints in xy-axis and the skeleton joints in z-axis namely the hip_center, wrist_left, shoulder_center, hip_left, elbow_right, ankle_left, shoulder_right and hand_right are the most significant skeleton joints using SVM with RBF kernel. For SVM with polynomial kernel, most skeleton joints in x-axis and y-axis are significant, while the skeleton joint points in z-axis are less significant except two joints namely joint of the hip_center and wrist_left.
B. Results of LLE Analysis
As mentioned earlier, selection of gait features using LLE was conducted by varying the number of the nearest neighbours, K from 84 to 100, with increment of 4 and size of mapped dimension, d from 50 to K-2, with 2 increments. Figure 4 shows the recognition accuracy obtained for various K and d for all cases at their best classifier model. The dark red indicates high recognition accuracy, while the black area shows NaN value due to the consideration of d should be less than K.
Upon several experimental analysis conducted, it is found that the optimization for SVM with RBF kernel is significant in the range between 10 to 100 for the C and 10 to 200, for σ. Meanwhile for polynomial kernel, the C was varied from 0.00001 to 0.01 with 1 decade increments at 2 and 3 of p. For SVM with RBF kernel, the optimal SVM model attained at C=10 and =10 and high recognition accuracy is obtained at K=88 and d=76. On the contrary to SVM with RBF kernel, less number of LLE parameter with K=84 and d=56 is obtained for SVM with polynomial kernel and C=1 e-5 and p=3. In addition, it can be seen that for SVM with polynomial kernel, the recognition accuracy for all K and d is almost consistent due to similar colour tones obtained. This result suggests that features are indeed significant using OLS and LLE with SVM and polynomial kernel. Table II tabulates the recognition performance of SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels as human gait recognition. An improved recognition performance was attained with LLE as feature optimization for both SVM kernels. In addition, higher recognition accuracy at 98.67% with less number of features namely 76 features are obtained for SVM with RBF kernel. V. CONCLUSIONS As a conclusion, recognition of human gait in frontal view using SVM with features selected and optimized using OLS and LLE are investigated. Results showed that SVM with RBF kernel along with combination of OLS and LLE increased the recognition accuracy with reduce number of features too namely 98.67% and 76 features as compared to 1196 features selected by OLS solely. Future work will focus on recognition of human gait in oblique view as well as evaluating OLS and LLE and other feature selection methods too.
